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Integrated Urban Streets Design in Mid-size Chinese Cities: The case of Lishui

Longwei Chen

Abstract

Streets can be described as “life between buildings” in the urban areas, they are regarded as the structure or skeleton of a city. They are a symbol of the identity of a city and the basic elements of its landscape. This research focus on urban street design in mid-size Chinese Cities: the case of Lishui. The following methods were used for the data collection during the field: typo-morphological data collection, field observation method and interviews. To investigated typology of streets and the ways in which we can accommodate different social cultural function of streets in modern Chinese society. And also, to investigate by linking theoretical concepts and street design practice as both the movement corridors and places that address the social role and cultural characteristics of the streets. As the results, this research proposes to develop theoretical and urban design principles of streets design, both as a global phenomenon and a locally responsive solution; in the context of Chinese, medium and small cities, to meet current and future needs in terms of quality of streets.

Key words: urban street design, typo-morphological, field observation, interviews, social cultural, modern Chinese society, urban design principles, quality of streets.
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Introduction

Leonard and Egan (2014) define streets as the areas with rights-of-way and ease of use built to move people and vehicles in cities. However, streets not only simply provide the infrastructure for vehicle movement, they also contribute in many ways to the economic, environmental and social functions of cities (Jones and Boujenko, 2009). In other words, streets can be described as “life between building” (Gehl, 2010). Mehta (2009), Abramson (2012), Adams (2013), Chen and Thwaites (2013) state that in the urban areas, streets are regarded as the structure or skeleton of a city, representing around 80% of public realm and they are a symbol of the identity of a city and the basic elements of its landscape. A well-designed city should be noted for the quality of its streets, as most urban activity and much urban identity are closely associated with the urban street network and have a strong impact on the image of an area (Jones and Boujenko, 2009; Fachrudin and Ali, 2012).

During the last century, many cities have focused on improving urban infrastructure to accommodate car travel; this is especially evident after the 1960s when there was an increasing number of cars on the streets (Gehl, 2013). As a result, the traditional street was transformed from a socially meaningful space that was central to people’s lives, to a space used merely for the movement of vehicles (Mehta, 2013). In addition, dominant planning ideologies—modernism in particular—have specially put a low priority on the role of streets as a meeting place (Gehl, 2010). Therefore, it was not only the increase in the number of cars that posed a challenge to street life; modernism, as a planning ideology, has also gradually shifted from the low, dense traditional street patterns with rich social urban functions, to wider road lay-outs and higher tower blocks buildings, and functional zoning principles (Carmona et al., 2010). As a consequence, the human scale of traditional streets was lost and radically altered (Gehl and Svarvare, 2012).

In China, traditional urban design and street networks were strictly controlled by the feudal monarchy (Jin, 1993). The function of streets was political, military and ritual (Chen and Thwaites, 2013). Until the Song dynasty (960-1279), the human scale of streets promoted social interaction; streets were vibrant places for human daily life with mixed use; there were restaurants, brothels, tea-houses, private residences, temples and medicine shops (Xie, 2012). However, since industrialisation and economic growth in the 1990s (Shirgaokar et al., 2013), China has increasingly aspired to become a modern developed nation; the traditional human dimensions and function of streets has changed, being replaced by modern, engineered roads and large, poorly defined, open spaces.

Urban Streets Issues in Medium and Small Cities in China

With the rapid economic development and urbanisation process in China, the contemporary streets in medium or small cities lack urban qualities (Cheng et al., 2007; Whitehand and Gu, 2006).

First, as a consequence, there is a conflict between public space in traditional streets and roads in modern Chinese cities. The new street design in Chinese cities focuses primarily on having wider roads and priority is given to motor vehicles (Cheng et al., 2007; Abramson, 2008). As a result, the sidewalks remain narrow, the streets have lost their intimate scale and transparency, and are devoid of public life (Miao, 2011; Forsyth and Southworth, 2008).

Second, as a result of adopting modernist urban planning principles, large superblocks have decreased visual permeability and density; the larger the block, the more difficult it is to see from one junction to the next (Carmona et al., 2010; Bauer, 2013; Yu, 2014). Moreover, the rectilinear layout of streets disregards topography and any other natural features of the land, resulting in the loss of physical, social and cultural meaning of the city (Mehta, 2013). The modernist planning ideology is also manifested as the loss of cultural identity of Chinese streets (Shirgaokar et al., 2013).

Research Question, Aim and Objectives

The key research question:

- What are the key urban design principles that contribute to the qualities of streets in the context of China’s medium size cities— with reference to Lishui?

The overall aim of this research:

- To develop a body of theory and urban design principles for culturally specific street design in the context of Lishui, China.

Objective one: to use the findings and propose new theoretical concepts and urban design principles for culturally specific street design in the context of Lishui, China.

Objective five: to test the proposals with key stakeholders (planners, engineers and residents).

Objective six: to develop a novel theoretical and urban design approach to designing streets in Chinese cities.

Research Methods

1. Typo-morphological data collection

Typo-morphological data analysis will be divided into three categories. First, the overall spatial structures of the city will be analysed. This includes the form and transformation of the urban landscape from the past to modern times; the changing characteristics of urban street networks in Lishui. Second, there will be an overview of the spatial structure of two sub-case studies (one historical and one newly developed); this will include identifying and analysing urban block structures, plots/uses of the blocks and land and building use in both sub-case studies; and analysis of street layout, connectives and characteristics.

The following data will be collected during the fieldwork for the typo-morphological analysis: Government documents and existing policies, archival maps (contemporary and historical maps), and images of buildings, places. They will be collected from different government or institutional bodies.

2. Field observation method

2.1. Counting people, cyclists and cars on the streets:

This research will use counting tool to analyse public life studies (how many people are moving, how many people are cycling and how many cars are flowing on the street), which provides numbers for making comparisons (Gehl and Svarvare, 2012) between two case studies. In order to show how streets life has been used by different groups across two sub-case studies.

2.2. Mapping and photographing:

This research will also use mapping tool to observe and map out human activities on the streets. Three activities will be observed on the streets: standing and sitting. The total of 4 streets blocks will be identified, two streets blocks in each site. The locations of where people stay will be drawn at different times of days (ten minutes for each street block, once an hour) and for a week-long period.

1.3. Data from interviews

Semi-structured interviews of the following groups:

- Government officials: they will be interviewed in order to find out information and opinions of the actors that are involved in the production and control of urban form in the city of Lishui. This allows the researcher to understand urban planning policies that influence the planning and design framework that lead to urban transformations. All the interviews will be pre-arranged and conducted in the offices of the participant. Each person will be interviewed, each lasting approximately 45 minutes.

- Professionals: information and opinions from design professionals (local and international developers, investors, university professors, planners, urban designers and architects) will be collected through semi-structured interviews. In order to gain a deeper understanding of urban streets design in the context of this case study, and also to find out their attitudes or preferences for urban street life. These semi-structured interviews will be pre-arranged and conducted in the offices of the 10 participants, each interview lasting approximately 45 minutes.

- Local residents: 40 local residents (20 people for each of the case study) ranging from 18 years of age and above, will be interviewed face-to-face, in order to find out information and opinions of their feelings, perceptions, attitudes or preferences toward the street environment and the qualities of urban street life. Additionally, photographs will also be used in the interview. Interviewees will be asked to discuss their reactions to the photographs and to consider what they represent and how it relates to them. This will allow stimulating interviewees to engage visually with streets environments, which may help them to think in different ways (Bryman, 2016) and give a meaningful context in relation to quality of urban street design. These interviews will be conducted in their own residences or at a local café. Each interview will last approximately 30 – 45 minutes.

5. Research Gap

Recently, there has been a growing interest in researching these issues. Some researchers are interested in medium Chinese cities design, but they are mainly focusing on mega-cities or sub-provincial cities (Miao, 2011; Miao, 2003; Gauhatz, 1999, Abramson, 2008; Chen and Thwaites, 2013), such as Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan, Hangzhou, Nanjing and so on. For
instance: Cheng et al. (2007) are interested in design of ultra-wide streets in China, which mainly focus on automobile moving. Moreover, some researchers study engineering and landscape design principles (Bai et al., 2012), focusing on large Chinese cities (Gaubatz, 1999; Miao, 2003; Miao, 2011).

However, there is a lack of research on medium or small size cities, which comprise the overwhelming majority of Chinese urban settlements (Whitehand and Gu, 2006). Large cities remain the centres of capital investment and production, but it is the small cities that have taken up a growing share of the urban population (Lin, 2002).

6. Contribution to Knowledge

There is a need to investigate typology of streets and the ways in which we can accommodate different social-cultural functions of the modern Chinese society. This will be investigated by linking theoretical concepts and street design practice as both the movement corridors and as places that address the social role and cultural characteristics of the streets.

This research proposes to develop theoretical and urban design principles of streets design, both as a global phenomenon and a locally responsive solution, in the context of Chinese medium and small cities, to meet current and future needs in terms of quality of streets.
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The Nexus of Participation and Healthy Urban Mobility in Brazil

Aline Moreira Fernandes Barata

Abstract

Brazilian cities have continued to experience increased urbanisation over recent decades coupled with a corresponding rise in ownership and use of private motorised modes of transport. Meanwhile, lack of planning and the continuation of socio-spatial inequalities has led to the marginalisation of non-motorised modes of transport, namely walking and cycling, or what has recently been described as ‘healthy urban mobility’.

Public participation has been inserted into the discourse of urban sustainability plans but less has been written about the potential for citizen engagement to promote and support healthy urban mobility. This paper aims to promote a dialog between participation and healthy urban mobility, taking Brazil as the case of analysis. It explores the trajectory of discourses on healthy urban mobility within the Brazilian context through laws and current plans, highlighting its participative character, and investigates the motivations behind state-led actions, through inspecting the National Urban Mobility Policy. It concludes by highlighting the challenges and potentials for participation in promoting healthy urban mobility.
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1. Introduction

The accelerated urbanisation of Brazilian cities occurred as a consequence of two main factors: the industrial period in the 1950s and migration movements motivated by economic and social inequalities within the country. These transformed the countryside, which was mostly rural before the 1970s, into predominantly urban in a twenty-years span (IBGE, 2006). Spontaneous and informal urban development was the main way to urbanity in Brazil, along with state and credit housing (Fernandes, 2007), which culminated in spatial and social segregation.

The social issues resulting from the rapid urbanisation in Brazil were intensified and reproduced by state actions, as their limited response to arising spatial and social inequalities helped maintain the status quo (Voos and Cattani, 2015). One example is the insufficient attention given to urban mobility issues, usually “medicated” by public authorities through sectoral transportation measures (Izaga and Leite, 2016, p.3). In addition, the extensive use of private motorised vehicles, coupled with the “seductiveness” and infrastructure created for the car, reduced the importance of public transport and made cycling and walking less attractive (Banister, 2007, p.76).

The unsatisfactory condition of public transport, the existing social and spatial segregation, the emergence of a participatory era with the implementation of the Federal Constitution in 1988 - after 21 years of military dictatorship -, and the development and improvement of urban accessibility and mobility, represent “the formal transition to democracy” (Thorpe, 2017, p.574) to engage the articulator and guide for local public authorities in “the articulator and guide for local public authorities in urban planning” (Filho and Santos, 2017). The National Urban Mobility Policy, created in 2003, was abolished in January 2019, after the new national policy, it is important to highlight some of the participation in the elaboration of Urban Mobility Plans. As mentioned previously, the National Urban Mobility Policy has, as its main formality, the articulator and guide for local public authorities in the elaboration of Urban Mobility Plans. The participation of local public authorities in the elaboration of Urban Mobility Plans is of utmost importance (Thorpe, 2017, p.13). The way in which the policy is addressed within local authorities reveals a void between planner and society and the lack of transdisciplinarity in decision-making (Patterson et al., 2015, p.26).

The lack of effort in integrating disciplines and departments affects, not only the quality of the mobility plans, but also the way in which civil society is engaged in the process of decision and policymaking.

In regards to the inclusion of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32). Rather than actively engaging citizens and including all levels of society, these collegiate bodies and the communicative approach behind consultations and satisfaction evaluations can be associated to the public authority’s aim for public and political acceptability (Banister, 2007, p.76).

As a method of choice, participation can be “dissociated from representation” (Patterson et al., 2015) seen in the participation of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32). Rather than actively engaging citizens and including all levels of society, these collegiate bodies and the communicative approach behind consultations and satisfaction evaluations can be associated to the public authority’s aim for public and political acceptability (Banister, 2007, p.76).

Therefore, this paper argues that the instrumental role of participation to improve effectiveness, analyse people’s local information needs, understand and prioritize local contributions, has been underexplored in this policy. The right to participation (Lefebvre, 2011) can be considered as a condition to strengthen democracy and one mechanism of achieving legitimacy through trust development, but, in this case, it is not conceived as an instrument to expand people’s capabilities and to improve outcomes (Alkire, 2002). In addition, the policy includes no legal mechanism to ensure the consideration of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32).

The policy also reinforces the transference of power from national to local authorities. This transference of power, together with the focus on the local level, can also be seen in the Statute of the City of 2001 as an additional element with the implementation of the Federal Constitution in 1988 (Cattani, 2015, p.13). The policy also includes no legal mechanism to ensure the consideration of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32).

Therefore, this paper argues that the instrumental role of participation to improve effectiveness, analyse people’s local information needs, understand and prioritize local contributions, has been underexplored in this policy. The right to participation (Lefebvre, 2011) can be considered as a condition to strengthen democracy and one mechanism of achieving legitimacy through trust development, but, in this case, it is not conceived as an instrument to expand people’s capabilities and to improve outcomes (Alkire, 2002). In addition, the policy includes no legal mechanism to ensure the consideration of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32).

Therefore, this paper argues that the instrumental role of participation to improve effectiveness, analyse people’s local information needs, understand and prioritize local contributions, has been underexplored in this policy. The right to participation (Lefebvre, 2011) can be considered as a condition to strengthen democracy and one mechanism of achieving legitimacy through trust development, but, in this case, it is not conceived as an instrument to expand people’s capabilities and to improve outcomes (Alkire, 2002). In addition, the policy includes no legal mechanism to ensure the consideration of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32).

Therefore, this paper argues that the instrumental role of participation to improve effectiveness, analyse people’s local information needs, understand and prioritize local contributions, has been underexplored in this policy. The right to participation (Lefebvre, 2011) can be considered as a condition to strengthen democracy and one mechanism of achieving legitimacy through trust development, but, in this case, it is not conceived as an instrument to expand people’s capabilities and to improve outcomes (Alkire, 2002). In addition, the policy includes no legal mechanism to ensure the consideration of civil society, the National Urban Mobility Policy establishes guidelines for the collection of opinions and the participation of civil society in the elaboration of the policy by civil society through some instruments, such as: “collegiate bodies containing members of public authority, civil society and services operators; ombudsmen services; public meetings and consultations; communication, satisfaction evaluation and accountability procedures” (Brasil, 2013, p.32).
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Modes of film production in 1950s Italy

Clara Giannini

Abstract

Production studies are a research field that is having more and more resonance all over the world. For this reason, it is important to pay attention to one of the most interesting film production markets of the twentieth century: Italian film industry. Although very small, this country was able to compete with the film industry par excellence, Hollywood, becoming one of its main rivals during the 1950s.

But what was that rendered this industry so fruitful and lucky? Through the analysis of the genres produced between 1945 and 1958, this paper tries to focus on one of the aspects that could give an answer to this question. The genres produced, indeed, give an idea of the preference of the Italian cinemagoers and of the industry, showing what used to attract the public, and allowed Italian movies to surpass the national borders and even successfully reaching the U.S. countries and its cinemas.

Key words: Cinema, production, Italy, 1950s, production companies, film genres
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Her current research, conducted under the supervision of Prof. Daniela Treveri Gennari, focuses on the Italian film industry between 1945 and 1959. In this research, she explores how many new companies were founded in Italy during this period, in addition to how many and what genre of movies they produced.
1. Introduction
After the Second World War, film industry in Italy grew exponentially. More than 700 production companies were born between 1945 and 1959, and several others - founded before 1945 - were still active during this period. Despite movies having been permitted in Rome, the geographical distribution covered the entire Italian territory, from the North (with Milan and Turin) to the South (with Naples and Palermo). This period was a time of great expansion for Italian film industry not only for the production companies founded, but also for the movies produced. Indeed, their number increased significantly: more than 1400 films from 1945 to 1968, according to the chronological list of films published by the Italian national association of cinema and audio-visual industries, ANICA. The beginning of the 1950s saw the maximum peak of production, that started to decrease after the 1955 crisis. The majority of the films were dramas, followed by comedies, adventure movies and comic films. This division gives a first cue of analysis showing the direction film production took at the time, as well as the demand offered to the public and the preferred genres by the population, which attracted so many Italians to movie theatres.

2. Materials and methods
In order to analyse and have an idea of the production companies present on the territory, and of the genres produced and preferred by the Italian industry and people, I have first of all found out all the production companies founded between 1945 and 1959. The reference was Aldo Bernardini (2000)2, who collected the information about the Italian film production companies founded between 1930 and 1995, together with their year of constitution, the number of films produced, the year in which they ended their activity and, sometimes, their location.

I have then identified all the films produced in Italy between 1945 and 1958, according to the chronological list of movies published by ANICA. Searching the titles in the database present in www.cinemagrof.it, the website of the magazine Dal Cinema del Cinematografo, which was very famous after the war, I could find out the genres these films belonged to, and group them under 13 tags. The starting point was Marina Nicolli’s paper on the Italian film industry from 1945 to 1969, to which I have added 3 more: fantasy, horror and science-fiction.

3. Discussion
As previously said, after the Second World War, Italian film industry had a noteworthy growth. The companies founded were 770, according to the SIAE data collected by Aldo Bernardini (2000)3, and most of them (52,34%) lasted only one year. Less than 20 were able to survive for more than 20 years.

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that several other companies - founded before the year took as starting point - were still working. It should not surprise, though, that this period is a time of great expansion for Italian film industry, and for the movies produced, too. And this is the argument I will focus on in this paper: the films produced, and the genres preferred by Italian film industry between 1945 and 1958.

During the second half of the Forties and throughout the Fifties, the number of movies increased significantly. Most of the companies produced just one movie (447), and only 3,25% could name more than 20 titles on their lists. Moreover, it is interesting to notice that most of the films were made by companies with a small corporation stock, between 500.000 lire and 1 million. On the contrary, the companies which produced less films were those whose stock was included between 2 and 1 million. The businesses with the highest stocks (more than 5 million) were just 9 and produced only 134 movies.

The total amount of films produced in this period is 1477. 235 were co-productions among Italian companies (154 between two companies, and 11 among three). The beginning of the 1940s saw the maximum peak of production, that started to decrease after the 1955 crisis of the industry. Most of the films were dramas, followed in comedies, comic films and adventure movies.

1.1. Genre popularity

Through the number of films produced, it is possible to identify the most popular genres.

With almost 600 movies, the drama reached the top (591) in other words, 40% of the total amount of films. From the timeline developed through Palladio, a tool for networking analysis, it is possible to see that most of the dramas were produced during 1952, and that the period during which their production increased is between 1952 and 1954. However, the years when dramas occupied most of the films were in any case in the offering were between 1946 and 1949, so right after the war. During the following years, their number decreased, and even if they represent the most important genre produced, the market started to present other genres.

3. The second most popular category was comedy, with 343 films (23,22%). From the timeline, it can be seen that most of them were produced between 1953 and 1958, with a clear peak in 1953. There was a decrease after the crisis of 1955, but it seemed to increase again by the end of the decade.

Then, there are comic movies. They represented 7,5% of the films produced (111), and its most fertile year was 1951. During the rest of the period under analysis, this genre was popular but not quite exploited, principally because related to specific actors, like Totò and Peppino De Filippo.

Adventure movies were 108. With 7,3% of the total production, they are right after comic movies. The genre had interesting peaks in three occasions: 1953, 1955 and 1958.

Another genre well distributed within the entire period was musical movies. With 84 films between 1945 and 1958, they represented 5,7% of the production of the time. The genre was popular, and its distribution over the years was quite similar and numerous.

Documentary and history follow, musically, considering there are according to the number of film produced. Documentaries were 51, while historical movies were 50. They represented 3,45% and 3,39% of the total amount of films produced. The production of documentaries increased during the 1950s, after the new cinema law in 1949, known as Andreotti law4 (from the name of the politician that designed it), which was issued to sustain and promote Italian cinema and its growth. This legislation reached its peak in 1956, but during even the following years its presence in the market remained quite strong.

Historical movies had a different distribution among the years. It was mutable and changed year per year, generally with an increase and a following decrease. The most successful year for this genre was 1954, but also between 1952 and 1958 it occupied a quite interesting position within the scale of movies produced.

The genres that produced less than 50 films were: detective story, 35 movies (2,23%); war, 24 films (1,63%); fantasy, 17 movies (1,15%); mythological, 3 films (0,2%); horror and science-fiction, 1 movie per genre (0,07%). Detective stories were produced above all in 1947, with a peak in 1950, to which a decreasing interest followed during the second half of the decade. War movies were produced above all in 1952, and also a bit in 1953 and 1954. Fantasy films were produced above all in 1950, and their presence can be found right before and right after this year. During the rest of production, the presence of these movies was very rare.

Available at: https://www.academia.edu/9042421/Movie_financing_industry_from_1945_to_1965 [no date].


Materials and methods
In order to study the relation among films, genres and box office, this last data has been grouped into eleven groups, according to the information found in the dictionary of Italian films (Poppi, 2007)5. It depends on the amount of the box office, which goes from 1 million to more than 2 billion, and it includes even the voices “not mentioned”, “unknown”, and “not present”.

From a first analysis, it can be seen that most of the films are included within the group 7, so their box office was between 200 and 500 million lire. They were 387 movies out of 1477.

After this group, there is group 6 (with box office between 100 and 200 million lire). It includes 298 films, and then the group 5, with 216 movies. The number of mythological movies reported by cinematografo.it database is only 3 (one of the most famous, Ulysses, is classified as adventure). However, as we will see, they were successful among people, resulting fruitful talking about box office. As said, they were produced in 1952 and 1958, opening the genre to its triumph in the 1960s.

If we make a brief analysis of the genres produced over the years, we can see that the only genres that cover the entire period are comedy, drama, musical, and history. Moreover, we can see that:

- » documentaries were produced for 12 years out of 14
- » adventure movies and detective stories were not produced only in 1945
- » mythological films were produced only in 1952 and 1958
- » horror and science-fiction movies were produced only in 1957 (the first genre) and in 1958 (the second one)

2 The author identifies 10 genres: drama, comedy, musical, adventure, historical, war, comic, mythological, detective story, and documentary.
5 Ulysses Produzione Lux Film
What is interesting is that in 203 movies the box office was not mentioned (and most of the time, it depended on the fact that they were co-productions, and the Italian companies participated as a minor partner, so we do not have information about this data).

There are even 168 films that attracted a small portion of the public, and they collected between 1 and 50 million lire. Following, there are: 94 films in group 8; 61 whose box office is unknown (group 1); 36 not present in the dictionary; 8 belonging to group 9; 4 which collected up to 1 million lire (group 3). Finally, one of the most interesting information: there is just one film whose box office went beyond 2 billion lire; it is Ulysses by Camerini. According to the dictionary and even ANICA list, the film was produced by Lux Film, with the participation of Ponti and De Laurentis. However, the movie could be a co-production between Ponti-De Laurentis Cinematografica (whose names appear in the credits) and Lux Film. Another interesting fact is that the film is an international co-production (an American co-production) that resulted to be the most watched movie of the time.

4. Conclusions

What we have seen in this paper is part of the modes of film production in 1950s Italy. It is a work in progress that starts to give an idea of how fragmented, even though powerful and fertile, was the Italian film industry of the time, based principally on investments on dramas and comedies.

The strength of this industry is demonstrated by the rich and fruitful production, that was able to surpass the Italian borders, and reach international recognition. Many films, many actors, directors, scriptwriters were worldwide known, and many collaborations were established in this period. This industry laid the foundations for the golden age of the Italian cinema, and for the so famous commedia all’italiana.

Moreover, it cannot be excluded that 1950s industry could have been the reason of so many unprepared people who improvised themselves producers due to this huge success of the field. It could have delineated the Italian panorama as one made principally of small and medium companies born to produce just one film. Maybe a drama, if we look at the numbers, and consider how spread the genre was.
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Defining and restoring the cultural landscape and place-identity of historic cities: the case of Mérida, Yucatán, México.

Sheila Isabel Irigoyen Zozaya

Abstract

Cultural landscapes as any other places in the city are inherently changing all the time. In the past, traditional cultural landscapes were characterized by their symbiotic connection with local communities and their ability to adapt to the environment. However, many of them have experienced fundamental transformations with severe impact on the ecosystem of human settlements. Unsustainable solutions in architecture and urban design, as well as the homogenization of cultural landscapes are becoming common phenomena affecting the local place-identity of cities (Butina Watson and Bentley, 2007; Adam, 2011; Brislin, 2012; Hopkins, 2015).

The city of Merida is a representative case. Merida is the capital of the Yucatan state which concentrates the political, economic and cultural power in the region. For many years, these enticements and its geographic location have attracted changes in the urban scenery. From the sixteenth to the first half of the twentieth century, new trends transformed the Mayan cultural landscape; yet, key heritage values endured and evolved thanks to their effectiveness and resilience. Nowadays, these values have been forgotten and the city is becoming an anonymous entity, poorly defined and insensible to the value of environment (Chico, 2002; Román, 2002; Espadas, 2003; Peraza, 2008). This paper discusses the holistic approach of cultural landscapes and their current situation in Merida.

Keywords: cultural landscapes, place-identity, heritage, sustainable, key-values, Mexico, Merida.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Cultural landscapes: a holistic concept

Cultural landscapes are more than a defined physical zone. They are clearly delimited geographical areas where nature and culture diversity have coincided over a long time, shaping a distinctive landscape (UNESCO, 1992; Birnbaum, 1994; Robertson and Richards, 2003). They are holistic concepts (Selman, 2006), remarkable places immune in a greater context due they represent a ‘closely woven net of relationships between local communities with their tangible and intangible heritage as well as its natural environment’ (Rössler, 2006: 334).

Even though the concept of cultural landscape differs between people and its perception changes over time (Jacques, 1995; Solymosi, 2011), what remains as one of the core characteristics is the outstanding universal value for the complex interaction between people and nature (Jacques, 1995; Rössler, 2006). This definition also envisages two important aspects of cultural landscapes: firstly, people and nature work together in the definition of the landscape; and secondly, a solid bond is established between them. Therefore, this author has identified three main approaches to achieve the virtuous circle of cultural landscapes in terms of their dynamic interaction, perception, and inter-intragenerational (see figure 1), something that is ascertained in other well-recognized settlements, such as the city of Oxford (see figure 2):

2. Materials and Methods

Due the research topic is complex, primary and secondary data were collected using multiple sources of evidence. This will address a broader range of information, exploring in-depth perspectives and behaviours that will nurture holistic explanations (Yin, 2014), in order to understand the evolution, development and mediating factors that have contributed to shape the cultural landscapes and place-identity of Merida. Data types and collection techniques were carried out through:

A) Physical urban form data. Firstly, typo-morphological analysis was implemented by studying the physical components of the cultural landscapes and by tracing the historical background of different stages of the city, in order to understand how the historical urban transformations at different scales of the city lead into different urban morphological patterns (Punter, 1997; Butina Watson and Bentley, 2007). Secondly, local perceptions of people were collected using qualitative methods such as mental maps and drawings. Its purpose is to gain greater insight into the views and experience of people when they use local cultural landscapes and to find out the values attached to the urban form.

B) Data from semi-structured interviews, focus groups and one seminar. Its purpose is to collect facts or understanding experiences, opinions, attitudes, processes or predictions of cultural landscapes’ users. In order to do so, first, a basic profile of interviewees were defined in terms of job role, qualifications, experience, age and users of the urban space, to find out the values attached to the urban form.

C) Secondary data were collected using multiple sources of evidence. This will address a broader range of information, exploring in-depth perspectives and behaviours that will nurture holistic explanations (Yin, 2014).

3. Results and Discussion

1.2. The situation of Cultural landscapes in Merida.

It is well-known that the Solar Maya as a basic plot unit within the Maya tradition in Yucatán, is the symbol of sustainable design and identity that shaped the development of the local cultural landscape for centuries (Tello, 1995; Yampolsky, 1993; Roman, 2002; Chico, 2002). However, from the sixteenth century during the Spanish Conquest and between the end of the nineteenth and the first half of twentieth century -known as the Porfiriato and Regionalism era-, the Mayan cultural landscape was transformed. Yet, key aspects remained thanks to their ability to adapt to the site conditions, such as the reuse of previous settlements; construction systems adapted to new spatial configurations; clear morphological patterns; good connectivity and respect for the natural characteristics of the site (Chico, 2002; Roman, 2002; Espadas, 2003; Peraza, 2008).

Today, the city of Merida is becoming an anonymous entity, poorly defined and insensible to the value of environment (Peraza, 2008). Lack of historical and sustainable consciousness are the common denominator of new proposals that imitate international consumer trends uncritically (Peraza, 2008; Adam, 2011). On the other hand, week planning strategies, regulatory framework and governance processes have also contributed to these problems as they are mainly regulated for political and individual commitments. The rise of incompatible land uses (Peraza, 2008; Bolio, 2012) is a reality, whilst new developments are manifested as a concrete city affecting the habitability of the urban space (Alonso, 2003; Peraza, 2008; Tello, 2011; Canto, 2013).
Merida has traces inherited from the past that still survive and are indispensable in its urban development (Peraza, 2008). Heritage values represent the local culture and they have been able to evolve over centuries (Yampolsky, 1993; Butina Watson, 2015). They also represent more friendly sustainable practices to design the city.

4. Conclusion

In recent years, the relation between cultural, heritage and place-identity approaches have gained importance in multidisciplinary research and urban design worldwide (Bentley et al., 1985; Carmona, M. et al., 2010; Pleninger and Bieling, 2012; Stigsdotter, 2005; Panter, 2007; Butina Watson, 2015). In the case of Merida, these approaches have been widely discussed in theory (Chico, 2002; Román, 2002; Espadas, 2003; Bolio, 2012; Tello, 2012; Peraza, 2014). Nevertheless, it is not clear how these theories can be adapted and put into practice in order to improve the relationship of local cultural landscape and place-identity.

On the other hand, the cultural landscape approach has been little explored and still needs to be defined and analysed as an essential component in urban design. Additionally, there is no methodology that unites all the components in order to achieve a sustainable urban development in Merida. Therefore, the product of this research will aim to fill the gap and contribute to new knowledge in the following ways:

a. To define what key values or principles are necessary to restore the cultural landscape and place-identity of Merida in order to preserve the local heritage.

b. To develop an operational methodology for integrating the key heritage values in the local urban practice that helps to achieve a sustainable development.

c. To generate new knowledge and recommendations which can be used in research, academia or urban practice in Merida.
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The Design and Development of a 3 Sensor Control System for Condition Monitoring Applications

Ben Noble

Abstract

The research investigates a novel approach for the development of a 3-sensor control system for condition monitoring applications and finding methods for minimising inherent interferences. This is needed to help improve equipment life and reduce downtime during production hours; continuous data gathering enables failures to be predicted in advance.

The methodology for each of the individual sensors focused on determining the deteriorating variable which can be monitored to determine the overall level of functionality of the process. The methodology also required that primary and secondary data sources be analyzed to determine where the boundaries of equipment functionality are placed; which is then utilized by the control system to derive decisions to provide alarm or corrective actions. The results, from preliminary testing, show successful implementation of intermediary circuitry for use between the new and existing control system. This proposed approach is better than other approaches because it covers and combines 3 main areas of concern for pressings machines into one control system. Current methods are performed manually, and at set intervals (due to the cost), whereas this system is automatic and can be programmed to monitor whenever deemed necessary.
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1. Introduction

In industry the downtime caused by preventable machine failure is expensive. Condition Monitoring (CM) is an important process to prolong the working lives of machinery and prevent machine downtime during production hours. CM is applicable in two formats: trend monitoring and condition checking. Condition checking is a process of taking measurements at set, periodic, intervals and comparing the results to anticipated values: if differences are apparent then the problematic piece of equipment can be investigated further. Neale and Woodley (1975) describe trend monitoring as a continuous process whereby a constant stream of data from the device is gathered and analysed.

A multi-sensor system, which integrates with existing Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based control systems, is most effective when utilising both CM processes. The data should be wirelessly transmitted to a central device for analysis by engineers; it is also advantageous to locally provide alerts to the PLC control system. A further advantage of this system is that it will attempt to automatically correct failing equipment by adjusting equipment parameters where applicable. Long term CM data gathering can also form the basis of being able to perform FFT was a restriction on which novelties of this study is rooted in its combination of 3 different CM areas into one control system, in contrast to (Orhan et al., 2006) & (Sadeghioon et al., 2014), whom focus on one area in isolation. This study also focuses specifically on pressing machines and as such the sensors will be tuned for this use primarily to attain more accurate results while minimising interferences the pressing machines suffer from.

2. Materials and Methods

The control system which has been developed in this study consists of the 3 sensor circuits, 3 wireless transmitters, interfacing circuits for connections between the two control systems, power circuitry and a central unit which graphically displays requested data. A block diagram schematic is shown in Figure 1.

The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows: in the Materials and Methods section, the basis of each sensor, and proposed methods, are discussed. The power and interfacing circuits, required to link the new and existing control system, are discussed and initial designs, with calculations, are shown. The results from the simulations of these designs are discussed in the Results and Discussion section and the accuracy of the result is compared to the expected theory. The novelty of this study is rooted in its combination of 3 different CM areas into one control system, in contrast to (Orhan et al., 2006) & (Sadeghioon et al., 2014), whom focus on one area in isolation. This study also focuses specifically on pressing machines and as such the sensors will be tuned for this use primarily to attain more accurate results while minimising interferences the pressing machines suffer from.

1.1. C&B Sensor

The C&B sensor was used to monitor the wear of the brake pads (Figure 2) in a C&B unit (Figure 3) which drives a mechanical press. The unit used these pads to apply the brake and over time these pads wore down to unsuitable levels. The data acquired by this sensor allowed the PLC to decide which corrective action to take automatically. Either: adjusting the stopping windows, the initial brake position or the air pressures to slow the ram down.

The wear of the pad was determined by measuring a loss of thickness. Two methods of determining this wear were highlighted through research: measuring the distance with an Infrared distance sensor and the use of a rack and pinion setup with a rotating optical encoder: the distance to measure was set to be up to 15mm.

Infrared sensors were chosen, over ultrasonic sensors, because of their average faster response time (Mohammad, 2009) and the fact that their performance was not tied to the varying velocity of sound in air – which changes with humidity and temperature (Carullo and Parvis, 2001).

The microcontroller needed to send this data to the PLC – the chosen Arduino microcontroller lacked a dedicated Digital to Analog converter but alternatively its Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) outputs were chosen. The PWM signals needed to be converted for the PLC to read them properly; this method is discussed in section 3.4.

Another method utilised a rack and pinion setup with a rotational encoder to provide precision measurements. This method was immune to some of the disadvantages the infrared setup suffers from: namely the problem of airborne particulate debris which interrupt the signal. By securing the rack to the stationary plate and connecting the pinion gear to the moving plate a distance has been measured by connecting a rotary encoder to the pinion gear. The encoder provided a digital pulse which was converted to a distance. The disadvantages identified were mechanical wear, and eventual backlash, in the gears.

1.2. VA Sensor

The VA sensor was used to monitor the vibrations present in motors, bearings or pumps to determine if mechanical wear was present. Excessive vibrations in these pieces of equipment have caused destructive failures which necessitate complete replacement of the affected equipment.

The research focussed on two main methodologies: the use of Micro Electrical Mechanical (MEMS) accelerometers or using microphones. The microphone system was used to detect the waveforms generated by vibrations in the equipment – the strength of these vibrations determined if the equipment was close to failure (Tandon and Choudhry, 1999). However, the press shop is very loud and this disturbed the microphone too greatly; any feasible results would have required extensive filtering.

The MEMS VA sensor has been used to measure vibration as an acceleration. The data was measured in the time domain, then transformed to the frequency domain by using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Orhan et al., 2006) – the FFT was computed quickly using the Python programming language. The necessity of being able to perform FFT was a restriction on which microcontroller was used; this is why the Raspberry Pi was chosen.

Velocity is another method of measuring vibration; and it was represented through research, as:
An identified method of monitoring internal pipe pressure was to use strain gauge measurements (Sadeghioun et al., 2014). The strain gauge is a device whose resistance changes with extension and if implemented into a bridge configuration, a change of voltage is measured as the strain changes (Horowitz and Hill, 2015).

Strain is related to stress via the Young Modulus ratio which depends on the material. Therefore, hoop stress calculations were used to determine the internal pressure as long as certain variables were known. (FAMU FU, no date).

The pipes also faced thermal changes over time so a thermal monitoring circuit was designed to be included which enabled a thermal correction to be made. Methods highlighted to compensate for the thermal changes included temperature self-compensating strain gauges. Another method found was to apply a temperature coefficient to the strain gauge factor – the temperature was to be continuously monitored and adjustments made to the strain readings as they occurred (HBM, no date).

1.3. NIPP Sensor

The NIPP sensor has been used to monitor for pressure changes over time in a metal pipe – the existing pipe work could not be retrofitted for standard pressure a limit of 10kΩ, V2 set to 5V and V1 OFF signal, to provide a warning, or pump shut down. (Sadeghioun et al., 2014).

The NIPP sensor has been used to monitor for pressure losses and to provide a warning, or pump shut down, the actions performed.

Strain is related to stress via the Young Modulus ratio which depends on the material. Therefore, hoop stress calculations were used to determine the internal pressure as long as certain variables were known. (FAMU FU, no date).

The pipes also faced thermal changes over time so a thermal monitoring circuit was designed to be included which enabled a thermal correction to be made. Methods highlighted to compensate for the thermal changes included temperature self-compensating strain gauges. Another method found was to apply a temperature coefficient to the strain gauge factor – the temperature was to be continuously monitored and adjustments made to the strain readings as they occurred (HBM, no date).

1.4. Power and Interfacing Circuits

The sensors needed hardwired power. The PLC control system used a 24V 5A power supply whereas the Arduino and Raspberry Pi needed a 7-12V supply (Arduino, no date) and 5V supply (Raspberry Pi, no date). The Arduino and Raspberry Pi needed a 7-12V supply (Arduino, no date) and 5V supply (Raspberry Pi, no date). The subsequent discharging and charging cycles are controlled by the high frequency oscillator switching the transistor.

The conversion from a PWM signal to an analog signal has been completed with a low pass passive RC filter. The filter blocked the analog part of the PWM signal and left a pure DC voltage which was then referenced as an analog representation of the PWM output (Horowitz and Hill, 2015).

The conversion from a PWM signal to an analog signal has been completed with a low pass passive RC filter. The filter blocked the analog part of the PWM signal and left a pure DC voltage which was then referenced as an analog representation of the PWM output (Horowitz and Hill, 2015).
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The sensors needed hardwired power. The PLC control system used a 24V 5A power supply whereas the Arduino and Raspberry Pi needed a 7-12V supply (Arduino, no date) and 5V supply (Raspberry Pi, no date). The Arduino and Raspberry Pi needed a 7-12V supply (Arduino, no date) and 5V supply (Raspberry Pi, no date). The subsequent discharging and charging cycles are controlled by the high frequency oscillator switching the transistor.

The conversion from a PWM signal to an analog signal has been completed with a low pass passive RC filter. The filter blocked the analog part of the PWM signal and left a pure DC voltage which was then referenced as an analog representation of the PWM output (Horowitz and Hill, 2015).
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The conversion from a PWM signal to an analog signal has been completed with a low pass passive RC filter. The filter blocked the analog part of the PWM signal and left a pure DC voltage which was then referenced as an analog representation of the PWM output (Horowitz and Hill, 2015).

The PWM conversion circuit was simulated in Multisim and the results are shown in Section 4.

A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4. A different circuit that converted a 24V digital output to a 5V digital input was also designed: a potential divider. The equation for a potential divider is shown in Equation 4.
To step from 5V to approximately 1.4V. The circuit is seen in Figure 6. Setting R2 to 1kΩ, with Vout being 1.2V and Vin being 5V, using Equation 4 again, R1 was found to be approximately 3.2kΩ.

5V*0.7=3.5V was expected after filtering. The output signal had a duty cycle of 70%; meaning a value of 5V, 0.7=3.5V was expected after filtering. The output of the 2A 5V peak-to-peak PWM signal was provided to the input of the 2nd order low pass passive filter and an oscilloscope monitored the input and output (Figure 8). The output of the 2nd order low pass passive filter has also been constructed.

Simulations and results analysis have been completed for the power circuits, interfacing circuits and wireless transmission circuits. A prototype of the Central Graphical Device has also been constructed.

The PWM to Analog circuit can be seen in Figure 7. A 5V peak-to-peak PWM signal was provided to the input of the 2nd order low pass passive filter and an oscilloscope monitored the input and output (Figure 8). The input signal had a duty cycle of 70%; meaning a value of 5V, 0.7=3.5V was expected after filtering. The output voltage read around 3.5V with a maximum ripple of 5.16mV which was close to the theoretical value – the difference was accounted for by the rounding of the resistance values.

The bode plots in Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the 9dB attenuation and 60dB attenuation.

The theory stated that at 15 Hz that there would be a 3dB attenuation, however, due to the cascading filters, the output at the 2nd filter will be a 9dB attenuation. This proved that the analog signal was removed from the signal (Metivier, 2013).

Palacherla (1997) used a single order low pass filter, with amplification via an op-amp, yielding insufficient attenuation – therefore, the chosen method to use a second order low pass filter is more suitable – despite the extra cost. However, Palacheria, also mentioned that a higher order active filter may have been useful if the amount of noise generated was too high. The necessity of this remained to be seen as the results from simulations showed sufficiently high attenuation.

The second bode plot showed the PWM frequency, of approx. 500 Hz with an attenuation of 60dB – no discernible 500 Hz signal is getting through the two filters.

The 24V to 5V divider was setup as described by the theory, Figure 11 shows this.

A steady output of 5V is clearly visible. Both resistors are easy to source.

3. Results and Discussion

In conclusion, the circuit designs have shown, through simulations, results which align with the theoretical predictions. The simulation results showed a ripple of 5.16mV, where the target was 5mV, which means there was sufficient suppression. The cut-off frequency, at -9dB, is 14.939Hz in the simulation compared to 15.3Hz in the theory; this small deviation is insignificant to the final result.

The interfacing circuits have provided a means for communication between the two control systems ensuring both the existing and new control system can be integrated together to form a combined control system.

The C&B sensor algorithms for determining actions to be taken have been written. The VA sensor has had analysis of existing data to determine the ranges and parameters of which to design the sensor thresholds. The Python programming library for sensors for distance measurement, to use with the prototypes before finalising designs after revisions.

Overall, the next stage is for the prototyped solutions to be tested more thoroughly to provide results which can be compared to the theory set out in the research. This includes utilising the built PLC training rig with mimicked inputs and outputs, representing pressure sensors, to use with the prototypes before finalising designs after revisions.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the circuit designs have shown, through simulations, results which align with the theoretical predictions. The simulation results showed a ripple of 5.16mV, where the target was 5mV, which means there was sufficient suppression. The cut-off frequency, at -9dB, is 14.939Hz in the simulation compared to 15.3Hz in the theory; this small deviation is insignificant to the final result.

The interfacing circuits have provided a means for communication between the two control systems ensuring both the existing and new control system can be integrated together to form a combined control system.

The C&B sensor algorithms for determining actions to be taken have been written. The VA sensor has had analysis of existing data to determine the ranges and parameters of which to design the sensor thresholds. Also, the Python programming library for FPT has been explored via examples and data sets from sensors. Data about the pipes and temperature variations over the course of a day have been gathered to ensure accurate theoretical calculations for comparison to the actual data.

Overall, the next stage is for the prototyped solutions to be tested more thoroughly to provide results which can be compared to the theory set out in the research. This includes utilising the built PLC training rig with mimicked inputs and outputs, representing pressure sensors, to use with the prototypes before finalising designs after revisions.
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Why we should stop worrying about
The Trolley Problem when it comes to
designing autonomous moral artificial
intelligence

Rebecca Raper

Abstract:
Variations of The Trolley Problem, initially introduced by the philosopher Philippa Foot (1967), are frequently used to argue the case for autonomous moral artificial intelligence (AMAI).

The argument goes: (1) as machines become ever more autonomous they are likely to come across ethical dilemmas, such as those highlighted by The Trolley Problem (Foot, 1967); (2) in such situations we would like autonomous machines to make the right ethical decision; therefore, (3) we need to posit AMAI with some moral capacity to allow them to make those right decisions.

In this paper, I discuss how (1): autonomous artificial intelligence may never come across the type of ethical dilemmas described by Philippa Foot (1967). I also debate that (2): even if such situation could exist, AMAI may not be able to identify one right decision. The discussion and debates in this paper do not argue we should dismiss the creation of AMAI, but that we should not be worrying on finding a solution to the Trolley Problem when designing them. I demonstrate how this is further evidenced by the problems that scientists working within this area face. The paper closes arguing how the Trolley Problem can be used differently to help create AMAI.
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1. Introduction

An agent can be considered autonomous if it is capable of acting on its own (Moharir et al., 2016). Defining an agent as moral is slightly more complex, but generally, an agent can be considered moral if it is able to make decisions between right and wrong (Gert and Gert, 2017). Artificial Intelligence is the intelligence we ascribe to a machine in trying to make it more like a human (Turing, 2004). Therefore, the pursuit to create Autonomous Moral Artificial Intelligence (AMAI) can be defined as the pursuit to create a human-like machine that is able to make decisions between right and wrong.

Traditionally, moral capacity was an attribute ascribed only to humans. However, as machines become more autonomous, it has been argued that we should regard them as capable of performing the same tasks as we can, and that it makes sense to ascribe moral capacity to machines as well. Hence, developing an architecture suited to cure cancer

2. Analysing the Trolley Problem

Suppose that you are the driver of the vehicle in the described example. First, if you were responsibly driving the car and had identified that there was a woman with a pram to your left, and a group of potentially unpredictable teenagers to your right, you would adjust your speed accordingly. You wouldn’t be driving at a speed that, should an unexpected incident occur, one of the pedestrians (or yourself) would be in any particular danger of being injured.

In fact, it is possible that, upon looking down the road, you would have taken an alternative route. In reality, there might even be provisions in place preventing cars driving down high streets at busy periods. It is then reasonable to expect that an autonomous car, programmed with the capacity to detect movement, predict behaviour and drive according to traffic signs and regulation, would avoid such situations. Therefore, the scenario described above, although theoretically conceivable, would practically never occur in reality.

It might be argued that human behaviour is entirely unpredictable and that there could always be a situation where a pedestrian runs out into the line of movement of the autonomous vehicle, forcing it to make an ethical choice. But then again, this assumes that the vehicle won’t be travelling at an appropriate speed based upon its environment and that it won’t have the capacity to pre-empt such pedestrians running out into the road. Therefore, assumption a) can be rejected, as the scenario is not practically realistic. The challenge moves from being a question of how we programme a machine to behave ethically to, instead, how we pragmatically programme a machine to react.

3. Moral Dilemmas

Even if we accept that the scenario described above is one that could possibly take place in reality, it is the contention of this paper that we ascribe moral capacity to machines as well. Hence, developing an architecture suited

4. Designing Autonomous Moral Artificial Intelligence

Although machine ethics is a field in its infancy, there have been some practical approaches to designing AMAI. One notable attempt is by Vanderelst and Winfield (2018, p. 57) who describe the following approach:

“We aim at implementing consequentialist ethics, which is imputed in the very common conception of morality... Hence developing an architecture suited for this class of ethics”

Consequentialism is a philosophical theory which argues that we decide what is right and wrong based upon the consequences of an action (Sinnott-Armstrong, 2019). Thus, the solution to the Trolley Problem would be dependent upon the best outcome. Therefore, when designing AMAI, we should concentrate less on creating a machine that is right and more on replicating moral decision processes.
5. **Learning from the Trolley Problem**

Reassessing our attitude towards The Trolley Problem is essential if solutions to creating AMAI are to be more accurately formulated. First, it is important to question what the true purpose of such moral dilemmas is. From my analysis, it is not to create a moral challenge for the ethicist to solve, but to highlight contradictions in moral thought processes. As a machine ethicist, the Trolley Problem does not need to be solved, but it should be analysed to properly understand what the requirements are for AMAI.

What we can learn from the Trolley Problem is that it is not finding a right decision to a moral dilemma what matters, but the underlying process of the agent making a decision in itself. Throughout this paper, I argue that this should be the focus when creating AMAI: reflecting on the decision process underlying observed moral actions.

6. **Conclusion**

Up until now it has been a key argument put forth by machine ethicists that as machines become ever more autonomous, situations such as The Trolley Problem cause the need to create AMAI. This rests on the following assumptions:

1. That The Trolley Problem is something that would occur in reality
2. That there is a right answer to The Trolley Problem
3. That AMAI’s ultimate function should be to solve The Trolley Problem.

However, throughout the paper it has been demonstrated that assumption (1) is contentious due to the type of situations that autonomous vehicles might come across in reality; that assumption (2) is incorrect due to the complexity of moral situations; and that by focusing on assumption (3) we would be designing AMAI with a load of problems.

To conclude, when designing AMAI we should stop worrying about solving the Trolley Problem and instead embrace the moral decision making processes that arise from its analysis.
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